Join Us!

To celebrate the hard work and evolution of the University of New Haven’s graduating class of 2018

Featured Artists


Arielle Agee  Nicole Juliano
Salma Aleid  Jordyn Keegan
Patrick Anderson  Rachel Lodi
Alyssa Blemings  Kristina Mauriello
Courtney Bush  Samantha Palmieri
Jordan Campbell  Frank Rivera
Khariq De Foe  Zora Skeete
Brianna Giglio  Rachel Spall
Chase Hazel  Natalie Steimle
Joel Hosee  Lisa Zhen

Opening Reception

April 30\textsuperscript{th}  6-8pm

On View

April 30\textsuperscript{th} - September 10\textsuperscript{th}

Location

Seton Gallery
Dodds Hall, 2nd Floor
University of New Haven
300 Boston Post Road,
West Haven CT, 06516